Using Plagnets to check for understanding in PETE courses. This is a quick and simple way to see if students are understanding the content being taught in PETE courses. I use the Plagnets as a way to show students how to use technology to gather assessment data as well as checking for student learning. Listed are a few samples of questions that can be used to check for understanding.

I understand that there is a connection between the PE standards and the 3 domains (Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor)
A Not yet
B Getting There
C Got it
D Wow

I have a good understanding of how to write student learning objectives.
A True
B False

I have a solid understanding of how to write lesson plans and lesson objectives
A Not Yet
B Getting There
C Got it
D Wow

Your first peer teach is next week, are you ready?
A Not Yet
B Getting There
C Got it
D Wow